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With Obama's Re-election Health Overhaul to Move
Ahead in States

With Obama Win, Time is
of the Essence for Payers

President Barack Obama’s re-election means his overhaul of the U.S.
health-care system, opposed by most Republicans, will move ahead in
all 50 states, with or without the cooperation of their governors. State
officials who held off implementing some aspects of the 2010 Affordable
Care Act now face pressure to make decisions almost immediately.
Read more

President Obama's re-election to
the White House will accelerate
plans to comply with the health
reform law. Tuesday's presidential
win will likely unleash a "torrent of
rules that have been withheld until
after the election"...
Read more

Health Reform: U.S. to Sponsor National Plans
The Obama Administration soon will take on a new role as the sponsor of
at least two nationwide health-insurance plans to be operated under
contract with the federal government and offered to consumers in every
state.
Read more

States Seek Help Making Health Exchange Rules
As the federal government tries to leave the states with the freedom to
set up individualized local health exchanges, state officials say they've
received so little guidance that they're afraid they'll have to make
changes as more regulations come out after the presidential election.
Read more

hCentive Events
AHIP Fall Forum 2012
The upcoming state health insurance exchanges
present a new channel for health plans to market their
products on a grand scale. However, integrating
internal IT systems with disparate state and federal
insurance exchange systems is likely to be
challenging. The ability to deliver a seamless online
insurance shopping experience...
Read more

Health Insurers Line up to
Compete in California's
Exchange
California's health insurance
exchange said more than 30 plans
are expected to vie with one
another for spots in the state-run
marketplace opening next fall.
Read more

hCentive News
Obama Victory Reinforces Need for Insurers
to Prepare for Healthcare Exchange 2013 and
2014 Deadlines
With the reelection of President Barack Obama
announced today, hCentive, Inc., the leader in
post-PPACA
healthcare
exchange
technology,
encourages insurers to expedite preparations to
achieve compliance with the state exchange
requirements as directed by the law.
Read more

About hCentive
hCentive is in the business of helping payers, states and the federal government set up exchanges and
online sales portal. Our suite of products provides solutions for Individual Sales & Enrollment, Group
Sales & Enrollment, Private Exchanges, Medicare Eligibility & Enrollment, Exchange Connectivity
and Public Exchanges.
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